The Transportation Commission Workshops took place on Wednesday, November 17, 2021, and the Regular
Meeting was held on Thursday, November 18, 2021. These meetings were held in a hybrid format with TC and
CDOT staff meeting participants invited to participate both in-person and remotely, with members of the
public invited to participate via streaming, in an abundance of caution due to the COVID-19 pandemic. The
Transportation Commission Ad Hoc Agency Coordination Committee met on November 12, November 23,
November 30, and December 3 to discuss the anticipated amendment to the Transportation Commission's
planning rules to address pollution reduction and to prepare for upcoming Transportation Commission regular
workshop and Special Meeting on this subject.
Documents are posted at https://www.codot.gov/about/transportation-commission/meeting-agenda.html no
less than 24 hours prior to the meeting. The documents are considered to be in draft form and for information
only until final action is taken by the Transportation Commission.

Transportation Commission Workshops
Wednesday, November 17, 2021, 12:00 pm – 5:00 pm
Call to Order, Roll Call:

All eleven Commissioners were present: Commissioners Kathy Hall (TC Chair), Don Stanton (TC Vice Chair), Karen
Stuart, Gary Beedy, Kathleen Bracke, Mark Garcia, Lisa Tormoen Hickey. Barbara Vasquez, and Eula Adams,
Yessica Holguin, and Terry Hart.

Budget Workshop (Jeff Sudmeier and Bethany Nichols)
FY 2023 PROPOSED ANNUAL BUDGET
Purpose: To review and approve the FY 2022-23 Proposed Annual Budget Allocation Plan.
Action: The Division of Accounting and Finance (DAF) is requesting Transportation Commission (TC) review and
approval of the FY 2022-23 Proposed Annual Budget Allocation Plan. The TC will be asked to adopt the final
budget at the meeting in March 2022 after the plan is updated based on the December 2021 revenue forecast.
Discussion:
• Commissioner Hall spoke of the Bipartisan Infrastructure Deal (BID) bill and would like to see additional
funds used to raise the Colorado national ranking for pavement condition.
• A question on the cost estimation for the SB 260 enterprises was raised. Enterprise funding estimations
generally consider the costs to CDOT for administration of the SB 260 enterprises.
• A question regarding the open projects report noted numbers from 2002 and a Commissioner Vasquez
asked about what this project was. Jeff Sudmeier responded that he will follow up on this some older
projects may be local agency related. Commissioner Vasquez also asked that any projects older than 5years describe what the projects are.
• Commissioner Beedy asked if BID provides CDOT any opportunity to accelerate the asset management
program by taking its four-year plan and getting it done in two or three years instead?
• CDOT Executive Director Lew explained that the vast majority of funding will go into the asset
management program, including bridge rehabilitation projects.
• A legislative placeholder noted in the budget packet materials refers to a proposal in Governor’s budget.
• Commissioner Stanton noted concerns with 6% inflation rates, and the need to respond and determine
how to accelerate projects to save dollars. That should be a priority for CDOT staff to implement.
Samples of investing now vs. later include the guardrail and equipment purchases done recently, in an
effort to get ahead of the inflationary curve.
• CDOT Executive Director Lew observed that the time might not be good now to stockpile materials and
supplies due to supply chain issues. It could be that prices eventually may level off.

•
•
•

A Commissioner noted that the TC needs to be agile and proactive as much as possible and that CDOT
staff should let the Commission members know of any opportunities to get ahead of inflation.
Chief Engineer Harelson noted that construction program for 2022 is highest in CDOT’s history, and
CDOT is doing what can be done on that front. Another important consideration is the construction
industry’s capacity to deliver roadway improvement projects.
Jeff Sudmeier, CDOT Chief Financial Officer, ended the workshop explain that the draft proposed budget
will be presented to the TC for their approval tomorrow.

Request for Additional Staff Positions (Kristi Graham-Gitkind and Jeff Sudmeier)
Purpose: To review the Department’s proposal to address staff resource needs associated with the growth of
the construction program since 2007, the delivery and oversight of new State and Federal Stimulus funding,
sustained additional fee revenue provided by SB 21-260, and new requirements created by SB 21-260.
Action: No action requested this month. The Department requests TC feedback on the proposal for additional
Full Time Equivalent (FTE) positions and will return in December to request approval for an increase the
Department’s FTE cap along with a budget amendment request for funds from provide short-term budget for
those FTEs.
Discussion:
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
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•

Commissioner Hall and other TC members expressed their appreciation of the thorough and welldocumented process on identifying staffing needs.
Commissioner Stanton asked about staffing of the Clean Transit Enterprise (CTE). Kay Kelly, CDOT Office
of Innovative Mobility (OIM) Chief, is seeking a full-time employee (FTE) to help support electrification
funding and projects and to support the administration of the CTE.
Decreasing or eliminating higher cost contractors from of the mix was discussed. The difficulty of hiring
people at the PE I level with transportation engineering experience is very difficult for both CDOT and
consultants was explained. CDOT would like to “grow their own”. This will take time for hiring, but this
proposal is a good start.
Commissioner Vasquez noted it is not safe to hire engineers who have to double check work when they
are not experienced.
Commissioner Bracke supported the proposed CDOT staff hiring approach and believes this will be cost
effective building this skillset over time.
Commissioner Holguin asked about the Environmental Justice and Equity Branch and if any FTEs would
be reserved for staffing this Branch. Jeff Sudmeier responded that they have a person in mind to lead
this branch. The idea is to get this person installed and then the branch leader will make staffing
decisions afterwards. Commissioner Holguin stressed the importance to make sure enough funds are
reserved for this branch. CDOT Chief Engineer Harelson reiterated that the branch leader, once installed,
will do the planning and hiring for the branch.
Jeff Sudmeier noted that cost savings will be realized over time with the proposed hiring plan. Initial
front costs to implement this plan are anticipated. Staff will refine this plan further and bring it back to
TC next month for approval.
Commissioner Vasquez expressed concerns and asked if any critical staff are not being retained under
this proposal. Paul Jesaitis, CDOT Region 1 Transportation Director, reassured the Commission that the
direction for hiring CDOT is proposing is a good plan.
Commissioner Stanton noted the need to retain experienced people and increase morale. CDOT staff
noted that the PE I hiring process is still very difficult. The plan is to offer a training program to hire staff
directly out of college. Chief Engineer Harelson noted a story hiring a great PE I who left CDOT because
work was project management vs. true engineering work. The plan is to work to avoid this from
happening again.
Commissioner Adams agreed with Commissioner Stanton about retaining employees. Promote second
career concept for pipeline of next generation of hires. Competitive salaries are another issue.

•
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CDOT Executive Director Lew explained that the intent is to keep existing maintenance employees as
much as possible during this process of hiring. A large class is coming in and was hired recently.
Commissioner Vasquez asked about military truck driving experience, and John Lorme, CDOT Division of
Maintenance and Operations Director, explained the Troops to Trucks program that CDOT uses and
recognizes the value of military CDL driving experience when hiring.
Jeff Sudmeier noted he will come back next month to request the TC to approve the raise of the FTE cap
at CDOT.

Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Pollution Reduction Planning (Commissioner Lisa Hickey, Rebecca White and
Theresa Takushi)
Purpose: This workshop provided an update on the status of the Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Pollution Reduction
Standard for Transportation Planning rulemaking and stakeholder engagement process.
Action: N/A
Discussion:
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Commissioner Garcia noted many comments regarding we are not doing enough. Rebecca responded
that the planning process can’t address all the reduction needs outlined in the GHG Roadmap. Done
what we can, and other activities are planned to contribute to GHG emissions reduction, like Clean Truck
Strategy. What about messaging on this when folks request we do more.
Herman Stockinger – time for the TC to make this your own. Still need to receive comments but will get
messaging out later to address Comments.
Commissioner Bracke thankful for the number of comments received. We have received a full spectrum
of too much or not enough in rulemaking. Needs help with Schedule and its interpretation – starts at
day 135 down to day 1. Wanted more related to MPO TIP cycles. Wants influence of rules to implement
as soon as possible.
Herman linear format doesn’t work for timeline. MPO/CDOT GHG Report triggers the timeline. GHG
report ready to go is anticipated for July 2022. Time of influence is now. TIP projects will be influenced
by GHG reduction capabilities, so the influence is starting now. Commissioner Bracke clarified that GHG
Report in July 2022 is needed for compliance in LRP of MPOs by October 2022.
Commissioner Bracke what happens between now and December for TC and GHG Rulemaking. TC will
get summary of comments for review. Workshop again in December with TC. Specific language may be
discussed now also per Commissioner Hickey. Let’s hear any other proposed comments now. In an open
forum.
Rebecca White noted that the TC reports on GHG rulemaking. Final Rule ready when TC packet for
December is released.
CDOT Executive Director Lew another option is to conduct a special session for additional comments
before the December meeting. Commissioner Vasquez also supported that concept, but recognized that
we can’t make everyone happy.
Commissioner Stanton commented that having the TC get a copy of the rule after all comments
reviewed prior to the December meeting, also supported the additional session.
Commissioner Hickey suggested all TC members submit their comments and then staff address them
prior to the writing of the final draft for December.
Commissioner Stuart supported the additional session. Like to hear from other Commissioners on their
changes.
Commissioner Stanton noted the need for all comments integrated from public and TC in written word
and meeting.
Commissioner Beedy requested a printed out copy of the rules also. The October 19th version. Concerns
with the DI community and equity piece is too broad and may not work for rural communities, and will
make it difficult to administer. Lamar desires to reroute truck traffic via a bypass from Main Street.
Commissioner Vasquez pointed to agreed upon mapping to identify DI communities based on census
data. Commissioner Bracke noted serving the DIs with access and transportation to jobs.

•
•
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Commissioner Hart supported the procedure that includes comments to staff and then hardcopy of
rules, and then redraft based on TC comments, and then meeting before the December regular meeting.
Commissioner Hart expressed concerns when terms expressed too broadly in guidelines. Commissioner
Vasquez reminded the TC members comments will be public record.
Commissioner Beedy noted that evacuation routes are something important for consideration.
Mentioned past flood events in Denver in 1935 and another one in 1965. Noted the Platte that runs
from western Colorado Springs through Denver, then out to I-76 is a major floodplain due for another
100-year flood soon. Need to be sure evacuation routes can be available when needed.

Funding Estimates and Update for 10-Year Plan (Rebecca White and Amber Blake)
Purpose: In October, staff presented information on a process to update the 10-Year Plan with updated planning
estimates for reasonably anticipated revenue. At the November meeting, staff built onto the information
presented in October to provide an update about the expected expenditure forecast for the 2022 construction
season, show the remaining unfunded Year 4 project commitments from the 10-Year Plan, and discussed
guidelines for the 10-Year Plan update.
The November TC workshop also featured a follow-up discussion on the TC Guiding Principles, and includes
proposed updated principles for TC discussion.
Action: No action is required. This agenda topic is for informational and discussion purposes only.
Discussion:
•

•

TC Guiding Principles
o Commissioners appreciated the thoughtful updates that address comments from the TC
members.
o Commissioners Hall and Stuart requested for “Regional Flexibility” restate how it reflects
collaborative agreement and consistency with the 2045 Statewide Plan and 10-year Strategic
Pipeline of projects.
o Commissioner Stanton requested to add “business” to entities supported under economic
vitality.
Project Prioritization Process
o Commissioner Stuart asked about I-25 managed lanes segments not all in 10-year Plan and
asked where do they fit in – considered as additions or modifications?
o Aaron explained that the upcoming information in December regarding fiscal constraint next
month will address where projects fit for prioritization.
o CDOT Executive Director Lew provided the example that the total cost of Floyd Hill is not all in
the 10-year Plan. The fiscal constraint information coming next month will let us know the gap
in funds. The same is true for the Eisenhower Johnson Memorial Tunnel (EJMT) improvements.
o Commissioner Stanton asked to move the Metropolitan Planning Organization
(MPO)/Transportation Planning Region (TPR) Prioritized Projects on the prioritization
considerations list to second to the top of the list, under TC Guiding Principles.
o Commissioner Bracke mentioned letters submitted from the North I-25 Coalition; in the past
percent of funds were placed on reserve for rural paving program for 25% and 10% for transit.
Requested to explore the possibilities to have a percentage reserved for interstates, and
evaluate interstate needs across the state.
o CDOT Executive Director Lew responded that this concept has issues with geographic inequities
by focusing on interstates. Region 5 has no interstates, and large portions of Region 3 would
also be negatively impacted.
o Commissioner Bracke suggested to still conduct this analysis and identify interstate need.
Reserving a percentage for interstates may not be appropriate now, but we need to look at
interstate needs.

o

o
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o
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Executive Director Lew noted that the proposed interstate needs analysis is not necessary and
would lead to inequities regardless. There are many needs and still don’t have the funding to
address them all.
Commissioner Beedy noted that an interstate analysis would be good to have and understand.
Need to message that funding sources are still limited and will not solve all problems. There is a
need to manage expectations. We are still short on funding.
Commissioner Stuart agreed to the need for an interstate needs analysis.
Director Lew noted looking at large interstate projects that overlap regions is something to
consider, for example, EJMT that crosses Region boundaries. Important also is the I-25 Gap
between Region 1 and Region 2. This is a targeted approach to address interstate needs.
Commissioner Hart noted US 50 is a primary artery in his area that is not an interstate, but
serves a large need like an interstate does. This serves an example of why just analyzing
interstates is not necessarily equitable.
Commissioner Bracke recognized this situation is hard to resolve, and that the result is that the
analysis will not be conducted, but also noted it was important to bring forward for discussion
and work through with the Commission, due to comments raised by District constituents.

Local Multimodal Options Fund (MMOF) Distribution Formula and Match Reduction Policy (Rebecca
White and Michael Snow)
Purpose: To review and consider recommended changes to the formula for distribution of Local Multimodal
Transportation & Mitigation Options Fund (MMOF) funding to the Planning Regions, and changes to the MMOF
Match Reduction Formula.
Action: The TC is requested to consider the Distribution Formula recommendations from STAC, TRAC and the
MMOF Advisory Committee. The TC is also requested to review STAC’s and the Advisory Committee’s proposed
changes to the MMOF Match Reduction Formula.
Discussion:
•

•

•

•

•

Commissioner Vasquez noted the Household Cost Burden criteria in the old formula captured those
lower-income populations that, for example, might live in resort areas and are therefore burdened by
high housing costs in the area. Staff confirmed, that with the proposed DI Communities criteria being
added, these populations continue to be represented in the formula in that DI communities include
those with greater than 40% of households that require greater than 30% of household income on
housing costs.
The net difference in the formula, by dropping the Disadvantaged Population and Household Costburden criteria and adding DI Community, Disabled and Aged 65+ populations criteria, is the addition of
the representation of Minority populations in the DI communities. Commissioner Stanton requested this
be highlighted in the table to accentuate this.
Commissioners questioned how or whether the DI Community criteria changes the formula from a
geographic standpoint. Michael Snow explained that while the old criteria include all disadvantaged
populations, the DI criteria captures only those populations in block groups where the proportion of
disadvantaged households is above 40% based on the three factors. When you compare the sum
percentages of these old and new criteria within the individual TPRs plus the Disabled and Aged 65+
criteria, however, they are relatively similar, and therefore do not effectuate large changes in the
resulting funding allocations.
Commissioner Vasquez asked for a map of the DI communities, the map was pulled up from files by
block group. Rural areas are bigger block groups. The Minority population map was also displayed.
Commissioner Vasquez requested the TC receive a link to the map to play with the layers to understand
them better.
Commissioner Hickey asked for a separate off-line conversation.

•
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Commissioner Bracke asked about the longevity of this formula – new formula could be used
permanently, or the TC can establish a timeline – or the one-year of formula use. TRAC recommended
review the formula results with the new 2020 Census data. If significant changes with 2020 data, bring
forward to the TC for consideration. Need multi-year commitments for transit projects.
Amber Blake noted if brought back every year it is a lot of work, as it goes through many committees
each time. Also, there is the option that the formula be re-evaluated every three years.
Michael Snow noted that approximately $213 million will be available to spend on MMOF projects that
initially was believed to be received over a five-year period.
Commissioner Stanton asked about holding some funds in escrow. Michael Snow noted MPOs own their
project selection and use as they see fit, but CDOT provide data for informed decision making.
Rebecca White noted the Match formula is another conversation, and could be brought to TC in
December instead. STAC has already been presented the match formula and support it.
Commissioner Garcia, asked about communities receiving more match requirement than others and is
curious as they ranged from 0%-10% in his district. Michael Snow noted that the packet had four
scenarios to consider. Option 4 is the staff recommended option.

Bridge and Tunnel Enterprise Articles of Organization and Board Bylaws (Jerad Esquibel and Patrick
Holinda)
Purpose: The Bridge & Tunnel Enterprise (BTE) staff has prepared this quarterly program report to provide the
BTE Board of Directors an update of recent program activities. Summarized below are the elements contained in
the report. The report is available in its entirety at:
https://www.codot.gov/programs/BridgeEnterprise/QuarterlyReports/fy2022- quarterly-reports/q1fy22quarterly-report.pdf/view
Action: This report is for informational purposes only; no action is requested from the Board.
Discussion:
•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•

Commissioner Stanton asked about $350 million will be $360 million – is there a way to expedite
projects to stay in front of inflation. Staff noted the work is being done as much as possible to avoid
inflation. A practice happening now is to bundle bridge projects, when possible, for example the timber
bridge program. Also raised a question about who is standing up this enterprise.
Executive Steering Committee with executive management team (EMT) members, there is also a Bridge
and Tunnel working group in collaboration with CDOT’s Tyler Weldon who is the Tunnel Asset Manager.
Also Jared Esquibel’s staff along with Herman’s staff of the Office of Policy and Government Relations
(OPGR) will be involved.
Commissioner Stanton need to add security to BT’s vision statement. Chief Engineer Harelson noted
security improvements have been installed at the EJMT also. Conducted the tunnel hazmat study last
year. Work on that would be considered for the BT Enterprise.
Commissioner Hart asked about the eligible bridges – bridge in program must be rated poor on 1-9 scale
and are rated 4 or less. No tunnel eligibility based on condition, but on classification on state highway
system.
Commissioner Garcia – add FHWA poor-rated bridges for Vision Statement of BT Enterprise. Staff
recommended to leave as is to avert problems if FHWA changes their eligibility. Commissioner Holguin
asked to rephrase the vision statement by not starting out with utilize fee revenues.
Commissioner Vasquez asked about limited funding vs. engineering capability for bridge improvements
to account for bridge number reductions between years. It was explained desk area numbers vs.
numbers of bridges. Chief Engineer Harelson noted there are a lot of bridges built 60 years ago, and
there is a need to fix them quicker.
Deferred tunnel maintenance backlog is a concern.
This is first in a chain of workshops with the TC.

The Freight, Regional, and Interstate Mobility Committee of the Transportation Commission
(Rebecca White and Craig Hurst)
Purpose: The purpose of this workshop was to provide the Committee with a high-level overview on the

development of a DRAFT Freight Branch Strategic Plan. Craig Hurst, CDOT Freight Office Manager, provided a
presentation providing an overview of the Draft Freight Branch Long-range Strategic Plan.
Action: Information only. No action required.
Discussion:
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

•

Commissioners expressed their support and interest in the Freight Branch Strategic Plan.
Commissioner Garcia asked if the plan was developed by a consultant. The response was that CDOT staff
compiled the plan in-house, and focused on the existing Freight Office work planned and underway,
prior to the passage of SB 260, where the CDOT Freight Mobility and Safety Branch was created.
The Freight Branch Long-Term Strategic Plan assumed:
o No additional FTEs
o A seamless transition between the Freight Office to a Freight Branch
o Ongoing Freight Office work will continue
o DTD FY 2022 Work Plan Freight Office elements are included
o Freight Office goals are also Freight Branch goals
Commissioner Bracke noted that for enhanced safety, the plan should also highlight safety is enhanced
for the traveling public.
Commissioner Stanton asked for maps highlighting truck bottlenecks and travel time delay costs. This
type of analysis was conducted for the Colorado Freight Plan of 2019 and will be part of the analysis for
the next Statewide Freight Plan scheduled to start in late 2022 or early 2023. Craig Hurst, Freight Office
Manager, also highlighted the reports with this information that is submitted by CDOT to the FHWA
annually.
Commissioner Bracke suggested wordsmithing of the plan’s vision to include not just trucks.
Commissioner Adams noted the devasted companies impacted by supply chain issues with the inflated
delivery costs, and wondered what CDOT is doing to help. Craig explained CDOT has coordinated with
the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) and one example is the TC removed the longer
combination vehicle LCV curfews to keep goods moving in Colorado. Another is the Freight Office’s role
as convener of the Freight Industry Sector Partnership that led to the Registered Commercial Driver’s
license (CDL) Apprenticeship Program. Craig Hurst, CDOT Freight Office Manager, noted that CDOT is
doing everything it can to help when and where they can.
Commissioner Beedy recommended using variable messaging signs (VMS) to message giving room to
trucks on the road, and elevating trucking as a profession.

Transportation Commission Regular Meeting
Thursday, November 18, 2021, 9:00 am to 10:30 am
Call to Order, Roll Call:

Eleven Commissioners were present: Commissioners Kathy Hall (TC Chair), Don Stanton (TC Vice Chair), Karen
Stuart, Terry Hart, Yessica Holguin, Gary Beedy, Kathleen Bracke, Mark Garcia, Lisa Tormoen Hickey, Eula Adams,
and Barbara Vasquez.

Public Comments

Provided to the Commission in writing before meeting: A number of written comments were provided to the TC
members prior to the meeting:
• William Karspeck, Chair of North Front Range (NFR) MPO, supports efforts to reduce GHG emissions,
and recognizes the potential of the many co-benefits that come with such efforts. NFR MPO has
identified 16 recommendations to ensure that the rule is effective, and data driven, most of which were

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

not incorporated into the most recent revision. As such, the NFR MPO is concerned that the rule will
not be effective in reducing GHG. Their top recommendations/concerns include 1) that the rule does not
rely on strategies that are within the authority of MPO. For example, transit can’t be funded with the
federal funds that MPO receives; 2) mitigation measures should be expanded to ensure measures from
local governments will be counted. 3) operations strategies should be included as a potential mitigation
measure to ensure all tools in the toolbox are available, and 4) the requirement that the TC consider
revising the rule based on vehicle miles traveled (VMT) per capita should be removed.
Jenni Arndt, Mayor of Fort Collins and member of the NFR MPO supports the GHG rule as it will lead to
meaningful change … Needs to be more work on the VMT piece. Need to better understand impacts of
VMT. Some strengthening needs to be in that waiver should be limited to safety projects, and there
needs to be more clarity on how it will support disproportionately impacted (DI) communities. Supports
an overall transportation sector GHG reduction level. Concerned that rule doesn’t go far enough, but it
is a good start.
Tricia Canonico, Fort Collins City Council member, testified to the TC in support of the rule. It is a solid
proposal and a good start on the collective responsibility to tackle climate change. She would be in
support of taking the measures even further due to the urgency of the issue. Climate change is having
real impacts, and knows many people were impacted by wildfire in 2020. Thinking of neighbors there as
they experience longer impacts from climate change. Emissions contribute to air pollution which affects
everyone especially disproportionately impacted communities, those with respiratory conditions, and
older adults.
Tim Barnes, Lafayette City Council testified in support of the rule. He commended TC for the work so far
on the rule, but asks that they keep in mind in moving towards electric vehicles (EVs) that there is a
large portion of the population that doesn’t have access to these vehicles, and not to leave behind the
communities that don’t have access to transportation. So, this rule needs to focus on finding ways to
lower emissions in a way that is equitable and needs to push harder to get emissions down.
George Marlin, Clear Creek County Commissioner and member of Colorado Communities for Climate
Action (CC4CA), testified in support of the rule and appreciates that the rule holds MPOs accountable
while giving them flexibility in how they meet the rule. While supportive of the rule, he thinks the rule
doesn’t go far enough. First, the overall target should be larger given the emissions that need to be met
to reach the state’s climate goals. Second, the rule is too vague, and should use VMT as tool rather than
just requiring that it be reported for tracking. Third, there is broad public support for aggressive climate
action because so many communities are already seeing impacts. Every fire that leaves Colorado unable
to breathe is caused or amplified by climate change.
Ean Tafoya, Colorado State Director for Green Latinos, testified that the transportation system is failing
DI communities, so he and his group are working diligently to create opportunities to address that.
Appreciates the additions to the preamble in the revised rule, but believes it needs to go further. Urges
TC to revise the rule to include concrete requirements. Concerned that the mitigation piece allows too
many loopholes to harmful highway capacity projects. Requests that it require that 40% of
transportation funds be spent in Disproportionately Impacted (DI) communities, and that it prioritizes
reductions of co-pollutants. The GHG rulemaking work was taken on for the good of the people. Need
to look more at decisions resulting from the GHG rule.
Alexandra Schluntz, an attorney offered comments on behalf of the Elyria Swansea neighborhood and
Green Latinos, testified that it is important that the rule is strong and effective, and urged TC to revise
the rule in the following ways: First, it should require VMT reductions, and should focus on reducing
VMT by investing in additional travel choices. While the revised rule now requires VMT reports, she
suggested it should also require a minimum threshold, and that TC be required to revisit this
periodically. Budgets should be more ambitious and should start immediately to reach the
transportation goals for 2030. The three MPOs that are not subject to the rule should be subject to the
rule. Finally, the waiver process needs to be removed, or only apply to GHG neutral projects.
Martha Roskowski, on behalf of National Resources Defense Council (NRDC) testified in support of the
equity related request by Green Latinos concerning proportionate investment in DI communities, and
the priority of doing no harm in terms of expanding highways in those communities. Second, improving
options in places where it makes sense will relieve pressure on system. VMT is the best measure for us
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to accomplish those goals. What measures are really reducing GHGs to put together a plan to deliver
that goal. Mitigation action plans need to be front loaded so that Transportation Improvement
Programs (TIPs) should be required to meet the emissions goals up front for each project, rather than
later in the process through a mitigation action plan.
Will Toor, Director of Colorado Energy Office, testified in support of the rule and the revisions. He
asserted that TC has the authority and obligation to regulate GHG emissions. He supports the exclusion
of operations strategies from mitigation measures as most technical studies in that area rely on
conducting microsimulation models, very few of which, account for induced demand. Shouldn’t repeat
this mistake in a new program. The cost benefit analysis associated with the rule shows that most
benefits flow from land use changes, so mitigation measures should maximize this piece. These
strategies will be more impactful than a specific funding allocation for DI communities. Finally, he
supported the added VMT per capita requirements.
Travis Madsen, Southwest Energy Efficiency Project (SWEEP) Director, and resident of Denver
highlighted a few key points from his written comments. Testified to several reasons to care about this
rule. Looking at into the future hopes to see a multimodal network and increased equitable access, sees
lots of options, and this rule, as cost benefit analysis (CBA) shows, helps Colorado take a meaningful step
in the right direction. Sharing costs and benefits of transportation system is important. Hopes for a
strong final rule.
Cindy Copeland, Boulder County Air and Climate Analyst, testified that the transportation sector can do
a lot more to lower emissions. First, GHG emissions have outsized impact on climate and DI
communities bare outsized burden. The rule falls short in three key areas. First, the targets are too
modest with too large a gap from the road map goals. Second, DI communities are well defined, and the
rule should account for the definition. Total investment should be equivalent to percentage in DI
communities, and data viewer should be used to retrieve this data. Third, the rule should include an
enforceable 10% VMT reduction target.
Jenny Gaeng, transportation advocate for Conservation Colorado, testified in support of a stronger rule.
An observation at last week’s public hearing was that she heard strong support for the rule with
the bulk of the testimony commenting on the importance of transportation equity and protection of DI
communities. In this rule the TC will vote on whether DI communities get improved access with
multimodal investments in bus rapid transit (BRT) and sidewalks. The core principle of environmental
justice equal and access to mobility is important. Environmental Justice demands that policy rectify
existing inequities and serve the communities left behind. Incentives aren’t enough. Real, tangible
guaranteed benefits are needed.
Becky English, Sierra Club member, testified for a stronger rule. She is aware of what a major departure
this rule is from CDOT’s standard operating procedure, and noted what an improvement it is from the
historic disregard for DI communities. However, she noted that the revised rule still doesn’t go far
enough, so encourages that the final rule lead to actual reductions in GHG and require proactive
management of impacts to DI communities. Rule needs to require a major improvement in outreach
needs. Enforceable VMT targets also need to be included as they are currently the best proxy for GHG
emissions, pointing out that several states already use this, and this should be part of this rule.
Commissioner Hall indicated that written comments from CMTC, the City of Broomfield, Southwest
Weld County of the Denver Regional Council of Governments (DRCOG), Representatives on behalf of DI
communities, the Town of Meade and Colleen Whitlow, and Sandra Soland from Capital Solutions were
presented to all Transportation Commissioners prior to the meeting. She read two public comments into
the record.
o Casey C requested TC move forward with the plan to expand SH 93 in light of the new
infrastructure bill.
o Rich Y, a resident living near Silver Creek High school submitted comment regarding the
exorbitant pollution they experience from school buses that sit idling for prolonged periods of
time.

Comments of the Chair and Individual Commissioners
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Commissioner Stuart first, thanked Kay Kelly and Lisa Streisfeld for partnering to put on the first ever
Transportation Demand Management (TDM) conference, and for highlighting three very important
themes including employer-based approaches. She noted that it was very well attended, and presented
by a number of experts in the field. There were 12 sessions, and a recording of this event can be
accessed on Youtube. Second, she thanked Julie George and Shoshana Lew for the opportunity to do a
bus tour and to include senior transportation staff and local officials to look at safety and operational
challenges for I-25 from 52nd Ave to 120th Ave, where there are two segments of managed lanes. She
noted that the I-270 environmental community stakeholder tour is coming up, and is excited to hear
what the stakeholders have to say.
Commissioner Adams had no comments
Commissioner Hart first thanked all that were involved in the GHG rulemaking process, and for the
public comments that are so important for delivering a strong and effective rule. He is always interested
in learning of and reviewing all of the opinions. He noted that the final rule marks the beginning on a
long road ahead. Thanks to Chair Hickey for her excellent leadership on the Ad Hoc Advisory Committee.
Commissioner Hart noted that it was not an easy task to create these regulations, and recognized the
spectacular work involved. He also commented on how pleased he is to now have a federal
infrastructure bill, and is now looking forward to the robust process of taking a peek on a state and
regional level. Commissioner Hart had the pleasure of attending an MPO and the three TPRs meetings in
and around the region. Had a great opportunity to visit some of the construction sites as well, and hats
off to CDOT staff for responding to citizen inquiries.
Commissioner Holguin thanked everyone for the GHG rule process, and all the work that went into it,
and noted that she appreciates the intentional steps to get feedback from DI communities, but also
noted that this is just the first step. The public was thanked for ensuring that their voice is heard and
thanked Rebecca White, CDOT Division of Transportation Development Director, for working tirelessly
on this process, and is looking forward to conversations going forward.
Commissioner Vasquez commented on how pleased she was to have the opportunity to serve under
Commissioner Hickey leading the effort on the Ad Hoc Committee. It has been a long and arduous
process, and witnessed an amazing amount of work from staff. She is excited to review the public
comments. This has been an amazing lift, but there is so much work yet to do. This is part of a
statewide effort attempting to address our role in climate change, and really thinks the committee is
ready to start working on polishing the rule, and appreciated all the comments presented before moving
into a decision.
Commissioner Garcia echoed Commissioner Hickey’s comments earlier about all the hard work on the
GHG rule, and thanked staff for their continued commitment. He looks forward to moving the rule
forward.
Commissioner Hickey thanked stakeholders for their comments on the GHG rule. She thanked staff as
well for their willingness to go above and beyond for a robust public engagement process. Now TC
needs to work the rule, and prepare for final deliberation in December. Will have a workshop on
December 1st to deliberate in preparation for a final rule, and thanked the Statewide Transportation
Advisory Committee (STAC) for meeting virtually so that TC members can listen afterwards, and noted
that she listens carefully to those meetings. She thanked CDOT for their work on Powers Blvd, and
increasing safety along the I-25 corridor, and thanked Rich Zamora, CDOT Region 2 Transportation
Director, for diligently providing information and for always being so prepared and responsive.
Commissioner Bracke noted how thankful she was for all of her colleagues, CDOT staff and community
partners for all their work. She gave a special tribute to Carl Maxey, a business leader who recently
passed away, and worked tirelessly for the state for decades. He was a great public servant, evident
when she had an opportunity to work with him as part of the North I-25 coalition. She noted that Carl’s
work on I-25 was a key contribution to advancing the I-25 project, and he was a key participant in the
Colorado Motor Carrier’s Association. She expressed gratitude for his work and hopes that we can
continue to honor him through great work.
Commissioner Beedy mentioned that he listened in on the TDM conference and found it interesting.
One point to share, was that one hurdle to low- income access to transit is a lack of digital access to
credit, as many don’t even have a checking account. Communities need to address their own needs

•

•

because most things that people come to us to address whether it be sidewalks in a neighborhood or
bus stop shelter, that a lot of it could be done in small investment at the local level, as it is not CDOT’s
role to provide neighborhood streets. Emergency evacuation routes is within the state’s purview, and
making sure communities exposed to weather events come through those events ok, is what is
important. It is important to look at how many trucks each person needs to get their supply needs met,
and he estimates that each person in the state is dependent on two trucks, so based on projected
growth that is 1.2 million trucks needed to support the increased population. This is something to
consider in moving forward on reducing environmental impact in the transportation sector, but really
comes back to the local communities. We can’t always look to government to solve local problems, but
need to make our own changes at the individual level.
Commissioner Stanton (Vice Chair) – Chief Engineer Harelson has advised that next year will be the
busiest construction season, but unfortunately this is happening when fatalities are on the rise, and so
we need to be mindful of this during construction. First responders are also being impacted, including
tow truck drivers. It’s important to note that speeding is a big contributor to the rising fatality rate, and
many of these cases are happening on arterials such as Alameda Blvd. and Sheridan Blvd.
Commissioner Hall (Chair) – She thanked CDOT for all the work on Glenwood Canyon because it is
amazing how the construction is coming along so quickly. You would be shocked to see the incredible
progress to get it all up to speed.

Executive Director’s Management Report (Shoshana Lew)
• CDOT Executive Director Lew noted all the work that John Lorme, CDOT Division of Maintenance and
Operations, is doing to prepare for the winter season. One piece of this is a winter kick off campaign to
remind motor carriers about how to prepare for winter driving.
• It was really exciting to see the progress on Glenwood Canyon both on the road and to restore the river.
Federal partners have shifted personnel doing the river work, so CDOT is working closely with water
experts, but the transactional piece happening with the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) to
make the process go faster. All the great work from Region 3 was recognized. While the upper deck of I70 is complete, the lower deck is behind due to a sink hole last week
• Other notable projects include Vail Pass, and the first project is just about to finish for the truck runaway
ramp that will be operational by winter.
• Front Range projects continue to progress as well. Central 70 is making good strides forward on the
second part of the structure. There is also a lot of notable work on rural road projects that is already
paying off.
• All the work around planning standards on GHG emissions was recognized, and a shout out to the team
was provided on that piece, and the incredible work going into the project that is a lot of hard work.
Chief Engineer’s Report (Steve Harelson)
• CDOT Chief Engineer Harelson provided an update on the Floyd Hill project. They hired a consultant as
the project director, and started design on early action projects. There are four early action projects
including two wildlife crossings, a roundabout at the top of Floyd Hill, and some transit projects and
looking to get those on the ground next summer.
• Issued a request for proposal (RFP) for a construction manager, that is under review right now, and got
five proposals that they are evaluating right now. This is the first time they are using new protocols for
increasing transparency of selection methods around the team and project, and set up five
subcommittees to evaluate these proposals, and brought in observers from other areas. Excited and
hoping to have selections made by first of the year.
• He recognized a legendary engineer, who is retiring this week, Carrie DeJiacomo. He indicated that all
engineers at CDOT should aspire to follow her example, and noted that she is truly leaving a very large
shadow.
• Mining the Summit is the book of the month.
High Performance Transportation Enterprise (HPTE) Director’s Report (Nick Farber)

•
•
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The HPTE Board approved the proposed toll rates the Westbound Mountain Express Lane that will last a
year before launching fully dynamic pricing by the end of next year.
No longer going to be called HPTE. The board approved a rebranding to Colorado Transportation
Investment Office, but it will continue as HPTE in state statute.
The express lane survey done over the last couple months found that overall people are happy with
express lanes, and use them. Younger people use them more, and a lot of people want to see more
enforcement, so we are working more on that.
Kicking off a safety campaign next month that will say “cross the line and pay a fine” to message that
they can’t be used as passing lanes.
The Board heard a ROADIS Transportation Company USA presentation on the unsolicited proposal on I25 North. They passed a resolution to ask them to move to phase 2, and if it goes passed phase 2 they
will go into procurement and will follow transparency policy as well.
Commissioner Bracke asked for more information about the unsolicited proposal, and asked about the
timeline. Nick Farber responded that the process will take a long time, or six to eight months for a
decision.

Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) Colorado Division Administrator’s Report (Reagan Ball)
• Investment in Infrastructure and Jobs Act aka Bipartisan Infrastructure Bill (BID) was signed. BID
represents the largest increase in funding to the DOT ever, and looking at $350 billion in funds with
more than a dozen new programs, and a lot are focused on safety, resilience, climate change,
reconnecting communities, and is intended to be transformative.
Statewide Transportation Advisory Committee (STAC) Report (STAC Chair, Vince Rogalski)
• Vince thanked Commissioners for attending the STAC meeting. Back to virtual meetings based on the
Governor’s suggestion.
• STAC received an update on responsible accelerated maintenance and partnerships (RAMP) and this
program will need more people.
• The legislative report noted that CDOT is preparing for next session, and will present on closure of
mountain express lanes, and annual SMART hearing to brief the Joint Budget Committee in November.
• The new budget has money proposed for air quality, Revitalizing Main Streets (RMS) and Burnham Yard,
but specific funding won’t be available until rulemaking is initiated. CDOT is receiving formula funding
for programs, many of which may see increases, however appropriation funds are usually less than the
amount authorized.
• Got a breakdown of federal funding anticipated, and the information on the fiscally constrained portion
that will be allocated to TPRs will be available in December. We need to know what each region will be
receiving so TPRs can start planning for process.
• There was a discussion on the 10-Year Plan update. Some TPRs are already underway, Northwest TPR
may be done, and Gunnison Valley TPR has started and decided to move the previous plan projects
forward.
• Statewide equity distribution of projects is under discussion. Proceeding with the previous SB267
formula and CDOT staff will bring information to STAC in December.
• Multimodal Transportation and Mitigation Options Fund (MMOF) presentation revealed that we will
have a lot of money for multimodal mitigation projects and how that will impact each TPR, and the great
impact it will have on transit and trails. STAC was concerned that the formula used in the urban areas
excluded indicators to capture the disabled and individuals over age 65, but urban areas indicated that
population factors incorporated already considered these factors.
• Pertaining to GHG rulemaking, it will be interesting to see what happens based on all the comments.
• A Snowstang update presentation was provided indicating that Copper Mountain has joined Loveland,
A-Basin, and Steamboat/Howelsen in participating in Snowstang. The new name “Pegasus” has been
approved, along with a new wrap for the vehicles. New fleet vehicles have been ordered, with an
expected delivery date in January.
• STAC meetings are getting long, so going to start earlier at 8:30am, and we are going to discuss a more
compact STAC Minutes format.

Act on Consent Agenda – Passed unanimously on November 18, 2021. Motion by Commissioner Stuart, and
Second by Commissioner Hickey.
•
•
•
•

Proposed Resolution #1: Approve the Regular Meeting Minutes of October 21, 2021
(Herman Stockinger)
Proposed Resolution #2: IGA Approval >$750,000 (Steve Harelson)
Proposed Resolution #3: Disposal: SH 121 & W. 13th Ave. (Parcel 10-PE-EX) (Paul Jesaitis)
Proposed Resolution #4: Disposal: Federal Blvd. & 56th Ave. (Parcel 224-R-EX & 224-REV-EX)
(Paul Jesaitis)

Discuss and Act on Proposed Resolution #5: 5th Budget Supplement of FY 2022 (Jeff Sudmeier) – Motion by
Commissioner Beedy, and Second by Commissioner Hickey – Passed unanimously on November 18, 2021.
•
•

Includes 1 item requesting to increase the budget by $1.3 million for the deer fencing project in Johnson
Village. The Increase is due to higher bids than anticipated, so the increase is to allow for a larger scope
to make it more attractive to bidders.
Commissioner Garcia asked what the next steps would be if the bid still comes in too higher. RTD, Julie
Constan said the next step would depend on how much higher the bid is, but could potentially advertise
a third time.

Discuss and Act on Proposed Resolution #6: FY 2023 Final Proposed Budget (Jeff Sudmeier) – Motion by
Commissioner Hickey, and Second by Commissioner Vasquez – Passed Unanimously on November 18, 2021.
•

Allocates $1.5 billion in revenue anticipated in FY2023 to capital construction, maintenance and
operations, and suballocated programs.

Discuss and Act on Proposed Resolution #7: State Infrastructure Bank Rate Update (Jeff Sudmeier) – Motion
by Commissioner Hart, and Second by Commissioner Bracke – Passed Unanimously on November 18, 2021.
Requesting approval of interest rate and origination fee as is done every 6 months. Interest rates remain low
but 2% has been historically the floor, and the recommendation is to maintain the 2% rate for the next six
months, and to maintain the current origination schedule.
Recognitions:
• CDOT Hero Awards (Paul Jesaitis): He recognized the Section 9 team for extraordinary work at EJMT in
October, in attempting to save a man who stopped breathing in the tunnel.
• 2021 NASCIO State IT Recognition Awards:
o GeoHub (Rebecca White and John Lorme)
▪ Barb Cohn, Nell Conti, Huy Huynh, Allison Bejarano, Clare Farrow, Daniel Chelist, Gary
Aucott, Gerry Shisler, Jose Rosado Moura, Kimberly Johnston, Majid Afiri, Nathanial
Rogers, Nicholas Mesenbrink, Robert Avila, Scott Lawson, and Shelley Broadway were
awarded the 2021 NASCIO State IT Recognition Award for their work on GeoHub
Other Matters:
• No other matters

TC Ad Hoc Agency Coordination Committee – Friday, November 12, 2021, 2-3 p.m., Tuesday, November 23, 12-1:30
p.m., Tuesday, November 30, 12-1:30 p.m.
On May 20, 2021, the TC Chair established a TC Ad Hoc Committee to study and discuss how to amend the TC planning
rules to incorporate pollution reduction standards as required by recently passed legislation. On November 12, 23, and 30,
2021, Committee members Commissioner Hickey, Commissioner Stuart, and Commissioner Vasquez met with counsel

from the Attorney General’s Office and CDOT staff to discuss public comments that have been received as part of the
rulemaking, specific language for the rules, and to discuss and prepare for a Transportation Commission workshop on
this subject and a special Transportation Commission meeting that was scheduled in order for the full Transportation
Commission to discuss the rulemaking hearings, comments received, and the rule language.
The Ad Hoc committee also met for an additional short meeting separately just with our commission counsel Teresa
Thompson Walsh on Dec. 3, 2021.
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Engineering Contracts
2829 W. Howard Place, Ste. 339
Denver, CO 80204-2305

Memorandum

________________________________________________________________
TO:

Transportation Commission

FROM:

Marci Gray & Lauren Cabot

DATE:

December 1, 2021

SUBJECT: Intergovernmental Agreements over $750,000.00

Purpose
Compliance with CRS §43-1-110(4) which requires intergovernmental
agreements involving more than $750,000 must have approval of the Commission to
become effective. In order stay in compliance with Colorado laws, approval is being
sought for all intergovernmental agencies agreements over $750,000 going forward.
Action
CDOT seeks Commission approval for all IGAs contracts identified in the
attached IGA Approved Projects List each of which are greater than $750,000. CDOT
seeks to have this approval extend to all contributing agencies, all contracts, amendments
and option letters that stem from the original project except where there are substantial
changes to the project and/or funding of the project.
Background CRS §43-1-110(4) was enacted in 1991 giving the Chief Engineer the
authority to negotiate with local governmental entities for intergovernmental agreements
conditional on agreements over $750,000 are only effective with the approval of the
commission.
Most contracts entered into with intergovernmental agencies involve pass through funds
from the federal government often with matching local funds and infrequently state
money. Currently, CDOT seeks to comply with the Colorado Revised Statutes and
develop a process to streamline the process.

2829 W. Howard Place Denver, CO 80204-2305 P 303.757.9011 www.codot.gov

Next Steps Commision approval of the projects identified on the IGA Project List
including all documents necessary to further these projects except where there are
substanial changes to the project and/or funding which will need reapproval. Additionally,
CDOT will present to the Commission on the Consent Agenda every month listing all of
the known projects identifying the region, owner of the project, project number, total cost
of the project, including a breakdown of the funding source and a brief description of the
project for their approval. CDOT will also present any IGA Contracts which have already
been executed if there has been any substantial changes to the project and/or funding.
Attachments IGA Approved Project List
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MEMORANDUM

TO:
FROM:
DATE:
SUBJECT:

THE TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION
STEPHEN HARELSON, P.E. CHIEF ENGINEER
DECEMBER 2, 2021
DISPOSAL OF PARCEL 1-EX I-25 AND SH 105

Purpose
CDOT Region 2 is proposing to dispose of ~51,726 square feet (1.187 acres) of right of way that is no longer
needed for transportation or maintenance purposes. The property will be conveyed at nominal value in accordance
with 23 CFR 710.403(e)(1).
Action
CDOT Region 2 is requesting a resolution approving the disposal of ~51,726 square feet (1.187 acres) of right of
way that is no longer needed for transportation or maintenance purposes.
Background
Parcel 1-EX was acquired in 1960 as part of project F 004-1(6). The parcel was formerly used as a park and ride.
A larger park and ride facility was subsequently constructed in the northeast quadrant of the same interchange.
The parcel is encumbered by a building on the north end of the property. The building is owned by Tri-Lakes
Chamber of Commerce (“Tri-Lakes”). CDOT issued a license agreement for Tri-Lakes to use the building and
limited parking spaces in 1996. The Town of Monument has committed to entering into an agreement to let TriLakes continue to inhabit the building, and Tri-Lakes does not object to CDOT’s disposal of this parcel. The
Region has determined that because the relatively new park and ride constructed at this interchange has sufficient
capacity for future growth, Parcel 1-EX is no longer needed for transportation purposes. In addition, this parcel is
a significant maintenance burden to the Region. The Region recommends disposal of this property to the Town of
Monument.
Next Steps
Upon approval of the Transportation Commission, CDOT will convey Parcel 1-EX in accordance with C.R.S. 431-210(5) and 23 CFR 710.403(e)(1). CDOT will execute a quitclaim deed to convey the subject property. The
deed will be recorded in the office of El Paso County Clerk and Recorder.
Attachments
Exhibits Depicting the Disposal Property
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2829 West Howard Place 5th Floor, Denver, CO 80204

EXHIBIT “A”
DISPOSAL PARCEL NUMBER: 1-EX
DATE: NOVEMBER 19, 2021
LEGAL DESCRIPTION
A tract or parcel of land No. 1-EX of the Department of Transportation, State of
Colorado, 51,726 square feet (1.187 acres), more or less, in the Northwest quarter and the
Southwest quarter of Section 14, Township 11 South, Range 67 West, of the Sixth Principal
Meridian, in El Paso County, Colorado, said parcel being more particularly described as follows:
Commencing at the West quarter corner of said Section 14; Thence North 77º22’54” East
a distance of 1,342.70 feet to a point on the Western right-of-way of Interstate 25 as described by
Deed at Book 1813, Page 644 at the El Paso County Clerk and Recorder’s Office, Colorado
Department of Transportation (CDOT) Project Number FAP I-25-2(31)161 and NHPP 0252450, and the Southeastern corner of the parcel describe by Warranty Deed at Reception Number
220160540 at said Recorder’s Office, said point also being the POINT OF BEGINNING;
1. Thence South 10º47’30” East, a distance of 105.90 feet;
2. Thence South 70º08’31” West a distance of 53.20 feet;
3. Thence South 19º51’29” East a distance of 364.63 feet;
4. Thence South 70º08’31” East a distance of 100.00 feet;
5. Thence North 19º51’29” West a distance of 407.00 feet;
6. Thence North 19º54’14” West a distance of 43.00 feet to a point on the Eastern right-ofway of State Highway 105, CDOT Project Number SR-STR(CX)105(4), and the
Southwestern corner of said parcel described by Reception Number 220160540;
7. Thence along the Southern line of said parcel described by Reception Number 220160540
North 63º41’39” East a distance of 171.00 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING.
Basis of Bearings: All bearings used in the calculations of coordinates are based on a grid
bearing of North 10º47’30” West from said project NHPP 0252-450, between points 205 and
204. Both monuments are CDOT Type II, 3 ¼ inch aluminum right-of-way corner markers. The
survey data was obtained from a Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) survey based on the
National Spatial Reference System (NSRS).
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For and on behalf of the
Colorado Department of Transportation
Steven D. Parker, PLS 38053
5615 Wills Blvd., Pueblo, CO 81008
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PARK & RIDE PROPOSED DISPOSAL PARCEL I-EX

5615 Wills Boulevard
Pueblo, CO 81008
Phone: 719-546-5746
FAX: 719-546-5414

Project Location: 1-25 & SH-105, Monument, CD 80132
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